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FIELD HOCKEY DISCONTINUED

Pacific Civic
Engagement:
What’s Next?
Scarlett Green
Opinion Editor

The University has announced that the field hockey program will be discontinued.
Carlos Flores
Editor-In-Chief
In the midst of a series
of controversies surrounding the university
and its administration, the
Pacific community suffered another loss when,
on December 3rd, it was

December 3rd, it was
announced that Pacific’s
consistently successful
women’s Field Hockey
team was being discontinued, effective June of 2019.
This announcement comes off the heels of
yet another successful season for the Tigers, finish-

successful season for the
Tigers, finishing with
a record of 12-8, their
season ending in the
semi-finals of the America East tournament.
“From what I have been
told, they did a thorough
study and came up with
their reasons for cutting

PC: @savepacificfh
their reasons for cutting
the program,” said head
coach Andy Smith, “I do
however think this is a
poor decision and have
communicated that with
both the president and
field hockey
Continued on page 3

This semester has been a particularly jarring one for students,
faculty, and administration alike.
Given Pacific’s long history of political apathy, even with respect to
some of the most controversial issues, this semester has shown huge
growth in the civic engagement of
the student population. The incitement of much of this civic engagement can be credited to a group
of students who started a twitter
account called @UOPindecline,
which expressed views critical of
administration.
Since the account was started about two months ago, it has
gained almost 600 followers and
university-wide recognition. So
far, the account has been used to
organize two student protests and
continues to show support for issues that are believed to be overlooked by administration. In an
Civic Engagement
Continued on Page 2
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Continued from
Page 1
attempt to keep up
the momentum we
have gained in affecting change over the
past couple months,
many students are
wondering: where do
we go from here?
According to Caroline Styc (Economics
and Political Science
‘19), one of the leaders
of the No Ma’am Pam
movement, “I think
the administration
is really just going
to keep lighting the

fire because of these
budget cuts so it’s not
going to be very hard
for us to keep people
involved and interested. Like the news that
came out today about
the field hockey team,
that stuff is just going
to keep happening and
people are going to
continue to be angry
and so it’s kind of just
being handed to us on
a silver platter. It’s up
to us to put it on social
media, make it known,
and get people talking
about it really.”
Although we still
have a long way to go,
students have made
commendable efforts

to affect change at
Pacific.
The civic engagement that the Pacific
community has engaged in proved to be
a learning experience
for everyone involved.
Both the reaction from
upper administration
toward the protests as
well as the turnout at
the protests themselves
were very telling.
“I have learned that
our administration
counts on students
being unaware and
non-vocal about our
concerns. They count
on flying under the
radar and, for the most
part, they’ve gotten

away with it. Now
that they know we are
watching closely and
are allied with faculty
and staff, I can imagine they’re feeling the
pressure to maybe do
their job right,” says
Luiza Macedo (Political Science and Economics ‘19), another
No Ma’am Pam movement leader
“Give students a
forum and they will
take advantage. I think
our problem thus far
hasn’t been ignorance
or apathy, but rather
that we haven’t felt the
power to speak up.
Together, we know we
have that power and
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the student body really
stepped up.”
Both student leaders claim that there
will likely be more
civil engagement in
the future as long as
students feel the need
for it, however it can
be difficult to say what
form this civil engagement will present itself
in.
As long as students
feel as though the only
way that they can be
heard is through protests, there will continue to be protests. If
student voices can be
heard in other ways,
different routes will be
pursued.

We have already
seen many creative
ways in which students have chosen to
voice their opinions on
University Administration including: the
use of social media,
spray-painting the
spirit rocks, and even
the creation of a documentary. No matter
what method you
choose to make your
voices heard, this semester has shown that
the future of Pacific
lies in the hands of
anyone who is willing
to speak up!
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plan.” Rylee Comeau
‘19 stated that, “For
Continued from Page 1
me, there was talk
both the president
about it, but my coach
and the athletic direc- didn’t really go into
tor.”
detail about what was
The statement
going on. I know we
released by University were struggling with
President Pamela Eibudget cuts, but I
beck stated that, “This didn’t know they were
decision was not made going to go as far as
easily; it was detercutting our program.”
mined after careful
“My senior classconsideration and a
was one of the most
comprehensive review winningest teams in
of athletics programs
history for the proto achieve Athletics’ 12 gram, but the other
percent (nearly $1 mil- situation of this is that
lion) reduction as part there are other parts
of the university-wide of the athletics probudget reduction
grams don’t have to
FIELD HOCKEY

sacrifice anything, and
yet we lose our entire
program,” continues
Comeau.
This cut comes at a
time of great controversy for the University administration,
with student protests
occurring both outside
of the Alumni House
and during President
Eibeck’s office hours.
As a result of the
discontinuation of the
field hockey program,
a social media campaign has started on
Instagram under the
name @savepacificfh,
with a change.org peti-

tion, with posts making statements such as
“As a community, we
wish to understand
why such decisions
have been taken. But
first and foremost, it
must be made clear
that our priority is notacceptance, but rather
action.”
When asked about
the social media campaign, Coach Smithstated that, “The classy
social media campaign is a reflection of
the classy individuals
we have recruited to
make up this team.
Everyone involved
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in this program is a
class act and they are
carrying themselves
with dignity, class and
a great level of maturity in what is a terrible
situation for them.”
The Instagram
campaign was promoted by @uopindecline, the same
Twitter accountthat
made public the first
of the student protests
against the administration.
Despite the increasing amount of
dissenting voices,
there would still be
much that needs to

be done in order to
save the field hockey
program at Pacific. “If
someone is willing to
donate $5 million or
help fin a way to raise
that amount I think
the program could
be reinstated and be
stronger than ever. We
have tried and have
not managed to do
this,” explained Coach
Smith,
“It’s unfortunate
because we have been
one of the best programs at Pacific over
a sustained period of
time.”

Pacific Campuses Shut Several Days Due To Smoke
Natalia Gevara
News Editor

The deadliest and
most destructive fire
in California history
wreaked havoc in
Butte County for a
total of 17 days this
month, leaving devastation in its wake.
Though the Camp
Fire was relatively
further away from
Stockton, residents
could feel the impact
from miles away.
The week prior to
Pacific’s Thanksgiving
break, air pollution
was at a high in the
city of Stockton. At
the beginning of the

week, air quality was
borderline “unhealthy”
according to AirNow.
Classes were still
in session Monday
through Wednesday,
as administration
sent out emails telling
students that if they
“are unable to attend
class today, please
contact your faculty
member or instructor
and let them know.
Faculty will accommodate students who
are absent because of
health concerns due to
air quality.”
In the meantime,
free N95 particulate
respirator masks were

available in Student
Health Services and at
the DeRosa University
Center. Still, many students didn’t want to
jeopardize academics
by missing class.
“Instead of being
worried about my
health like I should
be, I’m terrified of
what my professor
will think if I miss two
classes in one week,”
said Delainey Willing,
English and Communications ‘19, via
Twitter.
Additionally, many
students were not used
to having to wear the
respirator mask while

they were walking to
class. Furthermore,
the UC would wind up
running out of masks
to give out before the
day was over.
“I kept forgetting
my mask because I
wasn’t used to wearing
it. But it would be very
difficult to breathe
without it because the
smoke was pretty bad,”
said Anuelle Jumuad,
Pre-Pharmacy ‘20.
By Wednesday,
November 14th, air
quality index numbers
in Sacramento reached
above 200, which is
the “very unhealthy”
range. This prompt-

ed administration to
close Pacific’s Sacramento campus, while
the Stockton and San
Francisco campuses
remained open.
It was not until the
following Thursday,
when air quality index
numbers within the
San Joaquin Valley
reached “very unhealthy,” that administration released an
email announcing the
closure of the Stockton
campus for the rest of
the week. The closure
meant that all classes, events, work, and
activities were to be
canceled for the week.

The air quality only
worsened from then
on, reaching into the
“hazardous” range by
Friday afternoon. The
worsening air quality
resulted in campus being closed all the way
until the beginning of
Thanksgiving break.
The closing of
campus resulted in
all events planned for
the weekend being
canceled and moved
until after Thanksgiving break, meanwhile,
many students were
able to travel home
extra early for the
holiday.

Opinion
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Video Games Made Into Movies: Dear God, Why?
Carlos Flores
Editor-In-Chief
For some ungodly
reason, there is one
lesson Hollywood
continuously seems to
ignore: video games
never make good movies. Even the “best”
video game movies are
okay at best. They tend
to be campy, cheesy,
but bearable and even
fun sometimes. While
that’s not always a
bad thing, it does not,
by any means, make
movies such as Mortal
Kombat actually good.
Fun? Yes. Good? No.
When video gamebased movies are
released, the best the

public can really hope
for at this point is “not
THAT bad” as opposed to hoping for a
movie that will actually be any good. Despite
growing production
value since the original video game movie
Super Mario Bros.
was released in 1993,
and ended up being
described by lead Bob
Hoskins as “the worst
thing [he] ever did,”
many aspects of these
films have remained
unchanged.
Lead roles such as
Michael Fassbender
in Assassin’s Creed
and raised production
values through the

years never make up
for good movies, or
anything more than
mediocre films that, at
best, go on to become
“cult classics” that are
simply revered for being enjoyable despite
still being bad movies.
In a medium that becomes more and more
similar to movies, with
gorgeous cutscenes
with Hollywood-caliber voice acting, there
is still an insistence on
bringing video game
universes to the silver
screen, though the
results always seem to
disappoint. Any movie
that isn’t considered to
be flaming hot garbage

is viewed as a success,
as directors such as the
infamous Uve Bolle
set the bar so low that
writers and directors
would have to shrink
to a subatomic level to
be able to pass underneath it.
Though, someway,
somehow, they still
do. The bar has been
set so low that we now
somehow are getting
ourselves excited over
a recently released
trailer for yet another
video game movie that
features nightmare-inducing CGI renditions of well-known
Pokemon such as
Jigglypuff, Mr. Mime,

and, of course, Pikachu. Despite nothing
actually indicating that
it won’t be a waste of
time, the excitement
for the upcoming
release of Detective
Pikachu still somehow
exists.
Movies based
on video games are
essentially pointless.
They don’t appeal to
people that don’t play
the games that they’re
based on, and they
don’t ever live up to
the standards set by
the games themselves.
It makes it difficult to
understand the point
of making the movies
in the first place, con-

sidering no one would
be left with any sort of
positive moviegoing
experience, having
wasted money and
about two hours worth
of time that could have
easily be spent doing
literally anything else.
So when Detective
Pikachu releases in
2019, a movie based
on a quickly forgotten
Nintendo 3DS game
released in 2016, do
not be surprised if history repeats itself yet
again, and the movie
is as bland and forgettable as all of the video
game-based movies
that came before it,
Ryan Reynolds or not.

beloved of all, Spider-Man. Stan Lee was
ninety-five when he
died of cardiac arrest
and respiratory failure. Stan Lee created
characters that could
teach readers lessons,
helping them learn not
to discriminate against
those who seemed different, not to let your
weaknesses control
you, and to remember
that with great power
comes great responsibility.

Stephen Hillenburg
started as a teacher for
marine biology due
to a childhood love
of ocean life. A gifted
artist, he would use
his talents to educate
his students about
the life in the sea. In
1999, the characters
he had used to educate
premiered on Nickelodeon as Spongebob
Squarepants, which
is the fifth longest
running US animated
show. This is a show
that has practically
raised a generation,

passing on its irreverent humor. Hillenburg
was fifty-seven years
old when ALS claimed
his life. Hillenburg was
a perfectionist, a hard
worker, and above all,
an Ocean Man, who
spent every day taking
us by the hand and
leading us to a land
we’d grow to understand.
These two might be
gone, but the impact
they’ve left will last
forever. May they rest
in peace. They have
earned it.

The Lee and Hillenberg Legacies
Henry Greenthal
Staff Writer
This month,
the world lost two of
its most influential
creators. They were
influential not just
in the entertainment
they brought, but in
the way they shaped
the childhoods of so
many. There is probably not a person on
campus whose humor
hasn’t been impacted
by the characters of
Stephen Hillenburg

or had their imaginations flourished by the
stories and characters
of Stan Lee.
Stan Lee was a
writer in the comic
book industry who felt
writers were restricted in how they told
stories. This led to the
creation of the Fantastic Four, a comic book
that allowed Stan Lee
to write his stories and
characters the way
he wanted to and in
doing so, gave birth to

the Marvel Universe.
Stan Lee believed in
making characters that
were human, whose
flaws came not from
external forces, but
from the struggles
the characters faced
within themselves.
This paved way to the
creation of Iron Man,
Hulk, Thor, Daredevil,
Doctor Strange, Silver
Surfer, Doctor Doom,
Ant-Man, Wasp, Beast,
Cyclops, Jean Grey,
and perhaps the most
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Food Pantry Fights Food Insecurity At Pacific
Scarlett Green
Opinion Editor

conducted by Pacific
Food Pantry Coordinator, Miranda
Heaney, about 50% of
With the high
Pacific students expeprices of meal plans
rience food insecurity
on campus as well as
five times or more
in the UC, it can be
difficult for many Pa- in a given semester.
cific students to get the Furthermore, in 2018
alone, there have been
nutrition they need
more than 500 visits to
without emptying
their wallets of money the Pacific Food Panthat could be used for try, thus proving its
other necessities. This necessity and usefulness on campus.
dilemma leads to a
prevalent issue affect- “Our demand is consistently rising, so it’s
ing over half of the
incredibly important
Pacific community:
to donate ⎯ whether
food insecurity.
According to research that’s online, donating,

extra meal points at
the end of the semester, or bringing physical items to Cowell
Wellness. In the future
we hope to be able to
expand into a larger
space and provide
items such as produce
and household goods,”
she says.
The Cowell Wellness
Center provides a
home to the Pacific
Food Pantry, a very
valuable resource to
students needing basic
nutrition and hygiene
necessities.
While a show of

student ID is required,
the services are kept
completely confidential and are completely free to all Pacific
students with each
student being allowed
one bag of items per
week.
According to Pacwell
Director Elizabeth
Thompson, “It’s important to remember
that the definition for
food insecurity is: ‘the
state of being without
reliable access to a
sufficient quantity of
affordable, nutritious
food.’ It does not mean

that people are going
without food all day
and night. But consider a student who is
trying to better their
financial situation
by getting a degree.
That student drives to
campus, buys books,
pays for tuition and
either has to pack
their meals OR buy
something. Imagine
how expensive buying
an affordable meal
that gives you enough
nutrition to sustain
the next four classes?
Imagine doing that
everyday. It gets ex-

pensive.”
The creation of the
Pacific Food Pantry
shows the dedication that members
of the Pacific community have towards helping each
other succeed.
The Pacific
Food Pantry helps
to take away some
of the extra stress
students may face
by making sure that
they don’t have to
choose between
spending their
money on food or
on other necessities.

Scarlett Green
Opinion Editor

Upon walking into
the shop, customers
can listen to the upbeat
playlist put on by the
shop and are greeted
by the friendly workers
who make sure that
they feel welcomed
and are always ready
to strike up a conversation. After customers
receive their drinks
they are also ensured
that if the drink is not
to their liking, it can
be adjusted.
In addition to the
wide range of typical
milk tea flavors that
Bubble Leaf offers,

the shop also offers a
few unconventional
flavors. Such flavors
include: Horchata,
DirtyChata (espresso and horchata),
MatchaChata (a mix of
matcha and horchata),
MochaChata, and the
Butterfly Effect (a pink
and purple gradient
tea). If you’re craving
a snack, the shop even
offers chicken strips,
popcorn chicken,
french fries, tater tots,
and elote bowls!
Bubble Leaf ’s interior gives off a cozy vibe
with holiday decora-

tions posted along the
walls and Christmas
garland wrapped
along the countertops.
The shop’s quiet atmosphere and open tables make it a perfect
place to stop by to get
some homework done
while enjoying great
boba, grab a quick
drink in between
classes, or even just to
hang out with friends.
As a new competitor to T4 (one of the
most popular boba
shops among Pacific
students), Bubble Leaf
offers a refreshingly

different atmosphere
from T4’s often crowded and loud café.
To further encourage customer
loyalty the shop also
offers stamp cards.
With every ten drinks
purchased, customers will get their next
drink free! If any of
the unique flavors or
snacks interest you,
make sure to stop by
the shop and give it a
try! Bubble Leaf is located at 526 Benjamin
Holt Dr. right here in
Stockton. Hope to see
you there!

Bubble Leaf: A Stocktonian’s Quick Boba Fix
comparable to T4 with
prices comparable to
Lollicup. Customers
are able to customBubble Leaf is the
ize their cup size,
new drive-thru boba
shop in town that
toppings, sweetness,
and ice level just like
refuses to sacrifice
your other favorite
quality for conveboba shops. No dairy?
nience. Bubble Leaf,
No problem! Bubble
located near the Lincoln Shopping Center, Leaf even offers milk
tea made with soy
offers many of the
same milk tea flavors
or almond milk for
we know and love with those who are lactose
intolerant. This kind
the added accommodation and accessibil- of thoughtfulness and
accommodation also
ity provided by their
drive-thru window.
carries over into the
shop’s great customer
Bubble Leaf offers
quality and selection
service.
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Women’s Basketball Starts 2018-2019 Season

The team is currently 4-1. PC: Keith Colgan
Amanda Davis
Sports Editor
Pacific’s Women’s
Basketball team is off
to a great start, pulling
in wins from their exhibition game against
SF State and their first
game of the season
against UC Davis last
month. The game
against UC Davis was
close, but still a success, bringing home a
score of 83-80. Team
members say that they
felt very prepared
going into their first
game. It is their stellar
preparation, along
with amazing attributes as a team, that
has them starting this
season with success.
The Pacific Women’s

Basketball team has
been practicing together since their season ended last spring,
welcoming freshmen
in the summer to
join in on practices as
well. This consisted
of conditioning and
skill-building. Before
their first game, the
team put extra focus
on their defense.
“We focused on
fundamental skills
that each player could
improve on individually,” states Ameela
Li, Business Finance
‘19. “We also worked
a lot on our team
defense because that
was one of the main
areas that we wanted
to improve for this
season.” It seems that

their work in defense as
paid off as well. Josephine Millard, Civil
Engineering ‘22, shares
that the team started off
very strong in defense
and remained strong
throughout their first
game.
“We had to overcome
putting in a new offense
this year,” Tylah King,
Psychology ‘19, adds.
“This was especially
tough for returners
because we are used
to a certain offense
and when we all had
to adapt it was initially
pretty tough to figure
out the new flow.” Fortunately, it seems that
their offense is coming
together and helping
the team get some wins
for this season. King
explains that the team
will be revisiting their
defensive and offensive strategies during
practices to improve for
upcoming games.
With such a good start
to the season, team
members are feeling
hopeful and confident.
They are looking to
better themselves as
individual players and
as a team throughout
the season.
“To be honest I just
want to improve my
game as much as possi-

ble,” Millard remarks,
“and I know that I can
become much better
thanks to my teammates.” With everyone
supporting each other,
the Women’s Basketball team is sure to
meet their goals. The
family-like atmosphere
is encouraging and is
treasured by many of
the team members.
“I hope the fans get
to see how much fun
we have playing together and how much
of a family we really
are,” King declares. “I
think being able to be
a family both on and
off the court really
shows in games when
we play.” This team
has potential to have a
really amazing season
and they would love
for their fans to experience it with them and
share in their successes
not only shown on the
scoreboard but also in
what they accomplish
as their skills progress.
“To have all our hard
work translate directly to our games will
be the main goal,” Li
states. With such confidence, togetherness,
and preparation, this
season will surely bring
strong successes.
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Men’s Soccer Makes
Third Postseason Run
Carlos Flores
Editor-In-Chief
For the third
consecutive time since
the program’s resurrection in 2014, the
Pacific Tigers Men’s
Soccer Team made a
second-round postseason run in the NCAA
Men’s Soccer Tournament after finishing
the regular season
with a 12-5-2 record.
While initially set to
host the first round
against UC Riverside
at home, poor air quality forced the game to
be moved to the campus of Fresno Pacific
University. The Tigers
would go on to defeat the UC Riverside
Highlanders 1-0 off
of a 23rd minute goal
from junior Anthony
Orendain.
The Tigers would
then head to Durham,
North Carolina to
face off against the
sixth-seeded Duke
Blue Devils. Despite
a valiant effort, a 65th
minute goal from the
Blue Devils would end
the Tigers’ season in
the second round of
the NCAA tournament. Freddy Alcala
‘19, held hope for the

team’s future chances
saying that “It’s not
like we got blown
out, whether it was in
penalty kicks or by one
goal...it’s just the team
being fully committed to everything and
working hard all the
time in order to win
the next time around.”
Head coach RyanJorden stated, “This
year, if you look at the
stat line, they were
pretty even across
the game, we hit the
crossbar, we had some
chances that we should
have scored. Bottom
line, if you score in the
game, you win and we
just didn’t do it. ”
Despite the disappointment stemming from the second-round exit from
the NCAA tournament, there is definitely a sense of optimism
for the team’s future as
well as a lack of regret
over the 2018 season. “[The continued
success] shows that we
have a good program...
there were highs and
lows, good and bad
feelings about the season, for the most part,
[we’re] pretty happy,”
says Ancala.

